
Mitman Neighborhood Association
Annual Meeting October 22, 2022

Minutes

The annual meeting for Mitman Neighborhood Association was held on Saturday,
October 22, 2022 at 10am in the driveways of Ben Philippi (5714 E. Hawthorne)
and Harold Hallikainen (5701 E. Hawthorne). About 40 people attended and paid
dues. The meeting lasted until noon.

Emily Endreson, who has been elected as Treasurer, suggested we go around in a
circle, introduce ourselves and say what we would like to improve in the
neighborhood. Each person told described their background, how they came to the
neighborhood, and made some suggestions. It seemed to be a positive and
enjoyable exercise.

Some of the comments included improvements to the street conditions such as
information to report potholes and scheduling new speed bumps. One resident
mentioned that she would like someone from Ward 6 and TPD to attend future
meetings. (I explained that we had done that previously and this year we were
trying something new). People were interested in organizing a community roll off
for “brush and bulky.”

People expressed that they like the GSI projects that Ali Bickford has been
developing to improve traffic and water reclamation. They also indicated that they
enjoy the walkability of the neighborhood. Residents notice that there has been an
increase in families moving into the neighborhood. Several residents noted the
sense of community they feel.

The topic of the bylaws was raised. They were passed with two changes being
made. Four people volunteered to be “elected advisors” and therefore, we are
altering the bylaws to reflect an open number of these positions.

Another change that will be reflected in the bylaws is the name “Secretary.” It was
a unanimous vote to refer to this board position as “Chief Information Officer.”
Thus, retiring the insulting and derogatory term “Secretary” permanently.



Elections were held. The officers of the board for 2022-2023 are as follows:

Office Name
President Sylvia Berman
Vice President Robin Steinberg
Chief Information Officer Ali Bickford
Treasurer Emily Endreson
Advisor Jennifer Beard
Advisor Harold Hallikainen
Advisor Ben Philippi
Advisor Sabina Ahmad-Post
Senior Advisor Mary Martin

The new board is holding the annual dinner on Tuesday, November 1, 2022 to form
an agenda for the year.

We feel this meeting format was very successful. Now that we know this type of
meeting will work, there are several changes to be made going forward. Shade
needs to be available in a daytime meeting as well as more chairs. We will attempt
to incorporate our meeting with other neighborhood events. We will resume
inviting Ward 6 and TPD in the future.


